Abstract-In this paper, we discuss the leader-following formation navigation (LFFN), which is one of the most important issues in formation control. In this formation, one leader is controlled by a human operator, while multiple followers pass along the leader's trajectory in the same motion as the leader. The followers move along the leader's path behind the leader after some intervals. Thus, around the initial time, the followers cannot determine routes to track because there is no leader's path before the initial time. Moreover, if the followers try to mimic the motion of the leader completely, they have to stop at the initial position of the leader. This paper discusses how the followers should move around the initial time in order to start up naturally and to achieve the LFFN afterwards. Comparing to our previous method, these desired follower's velocities can be designed online, and an experiment with two mobile robots demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, motion planning problems of multiple robots have been studied by a lot of researchers, e. g. module robots for collaborative surveillance [1] , teleportation system for multiple mobile robots [2] . J. Desai et al. [3] has considered the entire formation as a rigid body and derive the desired motion from the dynamics. R. Fierro et al. [4] and T. Ikeda [5] have tackled formation control with switching several control laws to maintain a specified formation. As a formation different from these papers, there is the leader-following formation navigation (LFFN), as shown in Fig.1 . The LFFN is the formation such that a human operator or an autonomous leader robot forms a queue to guide other follower robots. Unlike the existing methods which assign the followers to move a rigid formation, the LFFN guided the followers along the leader's trajectory in the same motion to the leader. If the leader passes along a safe route to avoid obstacles, the followers also pass along the safe trajectory. However, the robots might collide with each other due to quick turns and slowdowns of the leader. A method which avoids collision to leave the leader's path and adjusts delay time from the leader online has been proposed in [6] . This method [6] , provided the followers with an adequate path and velocity to track around the initial time, because the leader does not give a path and velocity before the initial time.
This paper discusses how to guide the followers around the initial time. We describe the leader's path and velocity using the arc-length parameter along the path, and assign desired motions to the followers using the parameterized path and velocity. We consider to extend the leader's path by a simple trajectory, and design the followers' target points which track the leader's path. When the followers reach the target points which move according to the desired velocities, we achieve the LFFN. Note that if the followers try to mimic the motion of the leader completely, they have to stop at the initial position of the leader. This followers' motion is inefficient, because the followers reiterate acceleration and deceleration around the initial position of the leader. The desired velocities around initial movements are designed based on the following policy: The followers should enter the leader's path form the initial position of the leader, and speed up gradually according to the leader's motion. We design the followers' velocities that increase around the initial time and smoothly change it to the leader's velocity without stopping at the initial position of the leader. Comparing to the previous paper [7] , the proposed method in this paper can design the followers' desired velocities online. Finally, an experiment using mobile robots demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed method. 
II. LEADER-FOLLOWING FORMATION NAVIGATION
This paper considers the leader-following formation navigation (LFFN) problem. There is an (n + 1) robots in a two dimensional space which consists of one leader and n followers. The followers are adequately numbered as the ith follower. The leader is controlled by a human operator, and let the leader's position be q 0 (t) ∈ 2 . Each follower is controlled by a suitable local controller, and moves according to the second differential equation
The variables q i (t), u i (t) ∈ 2 represent the coordinate and input of follower i, and its motion is determined by the initial state (q i (0),q i (0)) and input u i (t). Note that we assume that the initial time is 0 without loss of generality.
First, we formulate the leader's path and velocity. We transform the leader's position q 0 (t) which is a time varying function into an arc-length parameterized function. Let the an arc-length s(t) be
and the inverse function of (2) be t(s). Then, the leader's path can be represented as
is the arc-length parameterized function. Similarly, the leader's velocity is described as v 0 (s) = q 0 (t) t=t(s) at each point s using a function v 0 : + → + . As shown in Fig.2 , the leader's path parameterized by s is given by v 0 (s). We can assume that φ L is of class C 2 , and that v 0 is class of C 1 because they are generated from the leader's position q 0 (t) governed by a motion equation. We expect the followers to track the leader's path with the same velocities behind the leader, which is called the leaderfollowing formation navigation (LFFN). Now, we formulate the LFFN problem by determining desired motions of the followers. Each follower is expected to track the path φ L at the speed v 0 (s) at each point s in order after the leader passed the point, as shown in Fig.2 . Then, we can define the geometric task such that the position q i (t) of follower i moves toward the reference path φ L . Next, define the dynamic task such that 
This variable s i (t) is called a trajectory parameter.
Because the followers are behind the leader, their trajectory parameters s i (t) have to be less than the leader's one s 0 (t). We demand the followers to move on behind another in order of the number i, that is
Moreover, we have to avoid collisions between robots. Let robot i 's radius be r i and the collision avoidance task is,
where L = {(i, j) : 0 ≤ i < j} is the set of the robot's pairs. Our objective for the followers is to realize the collision-free LFFN (3), (4), (5), (6) . We use the controller employed by [6] , which consists consist of two parts to achieve the collisionfree LFFN. The first part is the input u i for the geometric task (3):
where the design parameters k qi , k vi ∈ are positive constants. This equation consists of acceleration input, position feedback and velocity feedback. The second part is the parameter adjustment for the speed task (4) and the collision avoidance task (6):
where the design parameter k i ∈ is a positive constant and f ij is a non-negative decreasing function. The equation (8), which consists of acceleration input, velocity feedback and a term for collision avoidance.
Assume that the initial values of the trajectory parameters
to satisfy the order condition (5) at time 0. Note that the leader's path φ L (s) is defined for the domain + , but is not defined for s < 0, because the leader moves from the initial position φ L (0) in the positive direction of s as shown in Fig.3 . Thus, the followers do not have appropriate paths to track at the initial time for the trajectory parameters s i (0) < s 0 (0) = 0, which is from (10). Similarly, the follower's velocities are not assigned at the initial time. Therefore, we have to design desired motions of the followers around the initial time, which enter the leader's path naturally.
III. INITIAL MOVEMENTS OF FOLLOWERS
In this section, we consider the initial movements of the followers, which are not defined from the leader's motion. First, we extend the leader's path φ L toward the negative direction of s and make a C 2 functionφ whose domain is . Let the extended path be
As an example,φ is given bȳ
where
+ . Next, we design the trajectory parameter s i (t) of each robot, which moves on the extended path Φ. s i (t) starts out from the initial position s i (0) on the extended path Φ, and moves according to the follower's desired velocities v i : → , which are designed as follows.. The follower's initial position is shown in Fig.4 . Let v i (s) as be the desired velocity of the follower i at the point s with a function v i : [s i (0), ∞) → + . Suitable motions of the followers are considered to accelerate around the initial time and smoothly change their speeds to the leader's one v 0 (s) after they move far enough. This condition is described as that the function v i is continuous, and that there exists a number
These expressions demand that each follower accelerates before a point s bi , moves with the same speed to the leader after the point. Moreover, the trajectory parameters s i (t) have to satisfy the order condition (5) 
Let me give a continuous function v i :
→ + which satisfies all the conditions as follows:
where s mi is given by
Theorem:
If the initial trajectory parameters s i (0) satisfy (10), and the trajectory parameters s i (t) satisfyṡ i (t) = v i (s i (t)), the follower's velocity v i (s) is continuous and satisfies (13), and the trajectory parameters s i (t) satisfy the order condition (5). Then, s bi in (13) is given by
Proof: First, we consider the continuous of v i (s). We consider two cases. The first case is v i (s) of (16). Note that in this case s mi necessarily tasks (16), A i is empty set due to s > s b + s i (0) from the definition of (16). At s = s mi , it is obvious that v i (s) of (16) 
Consider the second case v i (s) of (17). At s = s mi , it is obvious that v i (s) of (17) 
where s bi is (20).
Finally, we consider that the trajectory parameters s i (t) satisfy the order condition (5). It is obvious that if v i (s i (t)) ≤ v i−1 (s i−1 (t)) on some time interval, then s i (t) < s i−1 (t).
We show
Assume that the following holds for t ≥ τ a
Then, from the assumption (25) and (26),
where we use (18). Because
However, from the definition of (16), the inequality s mi > s i (0)+s b holds. These inequalities contradict each other because of the assumption (24). Thus, we have
Thus, from (28), we have
The case of (17) is proven by the same way.
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Thus, if each follower tracks to the trajectory parameter s i (t) moved by v i (s i (t)) on the extended path Φ, they are satisfied the control objective (14) and (15).
Comparing to the previous paper [7] , the follower's desired velocities v i (s) can design with online because (16) and (17) of the first expression of a paragraph do not contain s mi which is future information.
IV. SIMULATION
In this section, we simulate the LFFN of three mobile robots in a plane using the proposed method. The dynamic model of the robots is the second order differential equation (1) .
Let the number n of the robots be 3, whose radiate are r i = 0.25. Let the design parameters be k qi = 0.3, k vi = 1.5,ki = 1 and
Furthermore, we use the controller (7), (8) For the trajectory parameter s 1 (t) less than s m1 = 0.55 given by (16), (18), the follower 1 accelerates to the leader's maximum speed in the initial motion. At s b1 = s m1 , the follower 1's speed v i (s) connects with the leader's speed v 0 (s), and it mimics the leader's motion after that. Similarly, the follower 2 accelerates until reaching the follower 1's maximum speed at s 2 (t) = s m2 = −0.05, and the follower 2's speed v 2 (s) connects with the leader's speed v 0 (t) at s b2 = s m1 , and it mimics the leader's motion. Thus, the followers' motions satisfy (13). Next, the time plots of the trajectory parameters s i (t) are speed as v 1 (s 1 (t)) = v 0 (s m1 ). Moreover, The follower 2 is accelerating. Fig.10 shows each robot's position q i (t) from t = 20 to t = 32. The leader accelerates through the curve. The follower 1 runs over the point of s m1 and moves with the same velocity of the leader and the follower 2 preserves its speed as v 2 (s 2 (t)) = v 1 (s m2 ). Fig.11 shows each robot's position q i (t) from t = 30 to t = 42. The leader is accelerating after the curve. The follower 1 and follower 2 move according of the leader's velocity.
The followers accelerate at first, and enter the leader's path without slowing down. After that, the followers move with the same speed to the leader after the point s mi . Therefore, our proposed method realizes the leader-following formation navigation with consideration to the initial movements of the followers.
V. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION In this section, we verify that the proposed method realizes the LFFN by an experiment of two mobile robots. The experimental setup is shown in Fig.12 .
The robots are composed of one leader robot, and one follower robot. The robots' locations and velocities are calculated by dead-reckoning using information on the rotary encoders of the wheels. The robots send their information through wireless LAN. A human operator controls the leader robot by an operator PC. The leader sends the information on the current location and the velocity to the follower in real time. This information is translated into the trajectory parameter First, Fig.13 shows the robots' speeds v i , i = 0, 1 by the solid and broken lines. The trajectory parameter s i (t) is given by (18) and (19) It is increasing before S mi = 0.2 and corresponds to the leader's velocity, that is satisfies (13).
Next, The time plots of the trajectory parameter s i (t) is Finlay, the leader and the follower paths are shows in Fig.15 . The leader's path is depicted by the solid line from the circle at (0, 1) to the circle at (−0.75, 2.1) and the follower's it depicted by the dashed-dotted line from the cross at (−0.75, 1) to the cross at (−0.1, 2.1). We confirm that the follower tracks to the path which the leader tracked to in real time. Therefore, our proposed method realizes the leader-following formation navigation with consideration to the initial movements of the followers with experimental a plane.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper discussed how the followers should move around the initial time. We described the leader's path and velocity using the arc-length parameter along the path, and assigned desired motions to the followers using the parameterized path and velocity. We considered to extend the leader's path by a simple trajectory, and designed the follower's target points which track the leader's path. When the followers reach the target points which move with the desired velocities, we achieve the LFFN. The desired velocities around initial movements were designed by the following policy: The followers should enter the leader's path form the back of the leader, and speed up gradually according to the leader's motion. We designed the follower's velocity that increases around the initial time and smoothly changes to the leader's velocity without stopping at the initial position of the leader. Comparing to our previous paper [7] , the proposed method in this paper could design the follower's desired velocities online. Finally, an experiment using mobile robots demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed method.
